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BONfTY HOTJSK OF COULTHART

By

Oswald Perron





THE BONNY HOUSE OF COULTHART
AN OLD STORY RE-TOLD

' Oblivion the cancard encmie to flimc and rcnounc, the suckyng serpent to

auncient mcmorie.'

—

HalPs Chronicle.

THE genealogical tree, like the aloe, bursts into full flower

only after long intervals. Two such flowering periods in

England were the Elizabethan and the early Victorian ages.

The Elizabethan heralds, at home in their new house, with a

charter of incorporation and other braveries, found themselves

attendant upon a new nobility, and heard a new gentry knock-

ing at their doors. The wars of the Roses had been a very

murrain amongst the ancient earls and barons of the land, who
were all but exterminated by axe and sword and forfeiture.

The creatures of the house of Tudor sat in the high places of

the house of lords, and the country manor houses were filled

with men of new names made rich by the new woollen trade

or by lawyers who fattened upon the extravagances of Tudor
litigation.

With such a market for their wares the heralds and pedigree

makers fell joyfully to work. For the new gentleman were

found arms and crest, which hinted at near kinship to the most

illustrious bearer of his name or of a name in anyway resembling

it, whilst for the new lord were traced out and emblazoned in

gold and many colours those marvellous pedigree rolls which

are our wonder to-day when we see them brought out of their

leather cases and pulled out along the hall floor or the hall table.

Over the shields at the head sit the ancient kings of the earth

from whose loins derives the Elizabethan lord whose name and

style thirty feet below are engrossed above his great shield of

many quarters. If we turn the pages of a peerage of to-day

we find it still fragrant with the family legends and ancestral

chronicles which flowed so easily from Elizabethan quills.

After the Elizabethan age, genealogy has its period of re-

pose. Now and again an artist arises to find ancestral legend

for the house of some new peer. The story of the Feilding

descent from the house of Habsburg is one which a Cooke or
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Dethick might have been proud to hither, and the great duke's
Churchill pedigree is a seemly fiction. But for the most part

the Elizabethan legends are copied and re-copied, mumbled
and mis-quoted, until the coming of the great Victorian period.

A great romancer had then filled the minds of the English
with dreams ot crumbling castle and haunted abbey, of tour-

neys and jousts, of errant knights and moss troopers until our
people became mad with the madness of La Mancha. Armour
which had cankered in wood-sheds and back-kitchens was
brought torth and scoured, helmets which had for generations

held the shepherd's tar and raddle and the groom's liniments

were rescued from their vile offices and honourably cleansed

by their happy finders. Ancient furniture was sought out,

and books printed in the black letter, whilst the curiosity-

monger's back-room became a workshop of Gothic oddments
conceived and fashioned after a style which makes the epithet

of forgery too harsh a word to use concerning such innocent

devisino-s.

In the north country many a cattle-grazing bonnet-laird was
sought out upon his hillside to be greeted as high chief of his

clan, and to be persuaded to quit his comfortable breeches

for plaid petticoats whose colour and pattern were vouched to

him by Edinburgh tradesmen as those belonging to his name
and blood. Further to the south infatuated gentlemen gathered

in Drury Lane armour, and for three rainy August days

solemnly pushed at each other with painted lances.

Such was the time of the renaissance of family legend.

The old English landed gentry, dissatisfied with the neatly

engrossed succession of John to Robert and of Richard to

John, which was all that their pedigrees would afford them,

sought impatiently for ancestral tales which should plump out

these wizened facts, and ancestral tales were soon forthcoming

in great plenty. Beside the landed gentry, and amongst
them, a new class had arisen. Bankers, ironmasters and

manufacturers had prospered in the fat years which followed

Waterloo, and these were not slow to demand a wedding gar-

ment of pedigree woven with legend. Above others this

class was the natural prey of the pedigree maker, and amongst
this class Mr. John Ross Coulthart stands for a tall obelisk

of warning example.

The facts of Mr. Coulthart's biography are simple and

massive. The Banker's Magazine for January 1858 published
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his portrait and with it an abridgement of his lite and achieve-

ments. He had been a schoolboy at Buittle in the stewartry of

Kirkcudbright, and left school to become clerk to a banker and

attorney at Castle Douglas. In 1834 we find him a principal

clerk at a branch bank in Halifax, and from 1836 he was
manager of the Ashton, Staleybridge, Hyde and Glossop Bank
at Ashton-under-Lyne. In 1855 he was looking upon his

lesser townsmen from the mayoral chair of Ashton-under-

Lyne. There was a baker in the Hunting of the Snark who
only baked bridecake. With the bridecake of such a specialist

we might fairly compare the rich style of the writer to whom
we owe this sketch of a career, a writer, doubtless, who wrote

no biographies but those of bankers. In a sentence we are

given our man :
' Though in some respects Mr. Coulthart

may be said to be engaged in an arduous and exacting profes-

sion, yet he has not neglected to cultivate general literature,

nor to employ his time in the acquisition of information which

has been deemed useful by his fellow townsmen and the public'

In fact, the muse of literature jogged Mr. Coulthart's elbow

until he consented to publish, in 1838, an octavo volume of

Decimal Interest Tables.

Needless to add that the intellectual brow, the upturned

collars, the flashing eye, the large black silk bow and respect-

able whiskers of the accompanying portrait from a steel plate

do nothing to injure the impression which a reader would

derive from the biography of Mr. Coulthart.

But biography and portrait help us nothing in our search

for the most important events in Mr. Coulthart's moving story,

events which will keep the name of Coulthart green, when the

glowing periods of his Decimal Interest Tables sleep in the library

of forgotten books. We say that these events were his meeting

with Mr. Alexander Cheyne and with Mr. Geo. Parker Knowles.

At some unknown date in the forties Mr. Coulthart met

with Alexander Cheyne, esquire, a barrister-at-law, and bachelor

of arts of Trinity College. Little is known of Mr. Cheyne.

He was admitted to Grays Inn in 1833. He was the author of

a work on the familiar subject of Justice to Ireland^ and in 1853

he died at Broughton near Manchester, mourned with unctuous

sentences in the work of Mr. George Parker Knowles, gene-

alogist and heraldic artist, who is found in 1854 in possession

of the confidence and intimacy; of Mr. Cheyne's friend and

patron Mr. Coulthart.
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In 1846 appeared the Diciionary of the Commoners^ and Mr.
Coulthart, throwing aside the bank manager and the computer

of decimal interest, revealed himself to the world and to

Ashton-under-Lyne as the eldest born of the most splendid

line of north Britain, the house ot Coulthart o\ Coulthart

and Collyn. At the same time he beckoned forth trom the

press a pedigree—a pedigree which will remain for an

enduring monument of human impudence and credulity.

For some nineteen years this pedigree waxed and flourished,

the wonder and delight of popular genealogists, and although

the axe was laid smartly to its root in 1865, it were hazardous

to suggest that this great trunk of imposture is now dead and

sapless.

The pedigree cannot be better introduced than in the words
of Mr. George Parker Knowles, written in 1855, at which date

an edition of the family history of the Coultharts appeared

sumptuously printed upon vellum, and printed, as a footnote

vainly stipulates, for private circulation only. Its title is :

—

A
Genealogical and Heraldic account of the

Coultharts of Coulthart and Collyn

Chiefs of the name
from their first settlement in Scotland in the reign of Conanus

to the year of our Lord 1S54,

by

George Parker Knowles

Genealogist and Heraldic Artist.

Derived from the family muniments.

The preface by Mr. George Parker Knowles opens modestly
enough. He cannot affect ignorance of the fact that fame and
merit will wait upon the compilers of this work, but of that

fame he will ask for no more than his share, his humble share.

The ' transcribing and translating of the old deeds, wills,

charters, pedigrees, marriage settlements, genealogical notices,

etc.,' had been accomplished by the departed Cheyne, to whom
Mr. George Parker Knowles renders a tribute probably as

heartfelt as one artist might yield to another. 'Judging,' he
says, 'of that gentleman's learning and research by the mem-
oranda which he left behind him, it is deeply to be regretted

that he did not live to bring the undertaking to a conclusion.'

'Divine Providence,' as Mr. George Parker Knowles admits
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with resignation, * ordered it otherwise,' and Alexander
Cheyne, esquire, was in Dethick's bosom.

But Cheyne was at least happy in his literary executor,
and we have few regrets for his sake when we are once em-
barked upon the Genealogical and Heraldic Account.

Few families can justly claim so ancient and honourable a descent as the
Coultharts of Coulthart and Collyn, and fewer still can establish their lineage
by such unerring documentary evidence. Deriving an uninterrupted male
succession from the era of Julius Agricola, the genealogy is clearly traceable by
means of monkish chronicles, historical achievements, marriage alliances, royal
charters, baronial leases, sepulchral inscriptions, sasine precepts, judicial decreets,

and fragmentary pedigree, to the present lineal representative, who has fur-

nished me with such an extensive collection of ancestral muniments, partly

arranged by domestic annalists and antiquaries, that I am enabled to compile
from the family archives the following brief record of The Coultharts of
Coulthart and Collyn, chiefs of the name, and also to annex thereto heraldic
and genealogical accounts of The Rosses of Renfrew, The Macknyghtes of
Macknyghte, The Glendonyns of Glendonyn, The Carmichaels of Carsphernc,
The Forbeses of Pitscottie, The Mackenzies of Craighall, and The Gordons
of Sorble ; who have all, through heiresses, become incorporated with the
house of Coulthart, as successive generations meandered down the stream of time.

It is possible that a higher antiquity might have been
claimed for this illustrious house had the chief of his name and
family, as Mr. Knowles invariably styles his patron, fallen into

the hands of a less scrupulous genealogist. But Mr. Knowles,
pushing aside untrustworthy documents and evidence which
might perchance have taken the line of Coulthart back to the

earlier stone age, insists upon ' confining ' his ' details to the

evidence of documents obviously authentic'

He finds, therefore, 'the family name and descent to be

derived from Coulthartus, a Roman lieutenant, who fought
under Julius Agricola, at the foot of the Grampian mountains,
when that victorious general was opposed by the confederated

forces of the Scots, Picts and Danes, under Corbredus Galdus.

Peace having been restored soon after that decisive engage-

ment, Coulthartus, instead of returning to Rome, married

Marsa, daughter of Kadalyne, chief of the Novantes, by whom
he acquired large territorial possessions near the present Whit-
horn in the county of Wigtown.' Coulthartus, it would
appear, was a subaltern of whom even Mr. Spenser Wilkinson
would approve, being ' versed in all the wisdom and learning

of the Romans '—a meet ancestor for his remote descendant

who penned the famous Decimal Interest Tables. He was con-
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tent however to live his retired life as a simple ' Caledonian
chieftain ' at Leucaphibia, where he died ' beloved and
lamented ' in the twelfth year of King Conanus. As a Roman
soldier he had done his duty : such a man could have done no
less as a Caledonian chieftain. He dies all unconscious that he
has founded the most wondrous pedigree on earth, or that

such distant bards as Alexander Cheyne, B.A., and George
Parker Knowles will wake the string in praise of the line of

Coulthartus.

His son Julius, the hope of the house, is famous as the

builder of several strong castles near Adrian's Wall. He died

as became the son of Coulthartus in routing a band of Irish

robbers which infested the Western Islands of Scotland, and is

succeeded by his brother, whom Coulthartus had quaintly

named Ackaline.
It is not in length only that the line of Coulthart is to excel

all other houses. Ancient families whose scanty chronicles

yield but that fact that John follows James, to be followed by
another John, will marvel, and marvelling will envy, when
they see how virtue, courage, piety and muscular develop-

ment bring forth their due fruit in each generation of the

Roman subaltern's children.

Ackaline fights heroically under King Ethodius, and that

against the Romans themselves, which speaks well for that

sovereign's wise policy towards the families of uitlanders, and
he brings up a son, Doraldus I. This Doraldus loses his

life whilst suppressing another rebellion in those troublesome
Western Islands, and begets Moradus his son and heir.

By this time the house of Coulthart is one which kings

delight to honour. Of Moradus we are told that such

was the esteem in which he was held by King Donaldus I.

that he was present at that monarch's funeral by special in-

vitation. This courtesy is well repaid by Thorwaldus, son

of Moradus, who ' exerts himself greatly ' in deposing the

usurper Nathalocus, placing upon the Scottish throne the

true lineal successor of Ethodius II.

Of Coulthartus II., son of Thorwaldus, we are told that

he * surpassed most men of his time in the manly exercises of
running, riding, shooting arrows, throwing the dart, and
wielding the battle-axe.' Of his golfing record nothing seems
to be known, but the prowess of his remote descendants with

the long bow is here traced to its source. His son Diorthaca,
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husband of Arnica, daughter of Bathircus, embraced the

Christian rehgion, and here has its spring the traditional piety

of the Coultharts. We may note that his representative the

banker and author insists, before putting his family history

into type, that Mr. George Parker Knowles shall solemnly

sign and attest his work in the presence of the Lord Bishop of

Manchester and of the incumbent of St. Matthew's, Man-
chester. Thenceforward the chronicle goes gallantly on, and
no Coulthart is found wanting in the family qualities. The
throne ot Scotland, in those ages which would be dark enough
but for the lantern light of the Coulthart pedigree, was of a

truth propped and shored up by the reckless loyalty of the

Coultharts.

Cornelius son of Diorthaca is slain in battle with the

Picts. It is by the aid of Moralinthus his son that Picts,

Romans and Britons are routed by Eugenius II. at the memo-
rable battle on the banks of the Cree, perishing himself with

his elder sons Galdus and Halinthus in the equally memo-
rable battle on the banks of the Dee. Our grief for these

fallen heroes is chastened by the thought that Orpheus, the

youngest born of Moralinthus, is forced ' to fly with other

religious men to IcolmkilL' To this breathing space we owe
the early history of the line of Coulthartus, for ' in learned

seclusion, Orpheus wrote a chronicle of the times in which he

lived, including the preceding annals of his ancestors,' the

accumulations of which must by this time have cried aloud for

a fitting chronicler. In such wise did Orpheus begin what
George Parker Knowles was to complete. In the case of

Tyrus his son the Venerable Bede comes to the assistance of

Mr. Knowles, relating in his chronicle that Tyrus dwelt in his

days at Coulthart, an estate which we now hear of for the

first time. Coulthart, which must have taken its name from

Agricola's lieutenant, is described by Bede {teste Mr. Knowles)

as near Epiacum in Galloway. Tyrus was present at the

ratification of the treaty of peace between Fergus II. and

Placidus, and was slain in the general engagement between

the allied Scots, Picts and Welsh and the Roman forces. By
this time death for the fatherland had become for the Coul-

tharts something more than a sweet and decorous thing. It

was a passion, a fascination and a habit.

CoNANETH son of Tyrus routs Britons for Eugenius II.

and spends 'the evening of his life in the exercise of charity,
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devotion and otlier Christian virtues.' Doubtless in this pious
leisure he found time to post up the family chronicle, which
must have been again neglected by the stirring generations

which followed Orpheus. He begets Paulus, *also an exceed-
ingly religious man,' who drives from the Scottish border the

Saxons under Hengist and Octa. His grandson Coulthartus
111., moved to emulation by the deeds of his namesake
Coulthartus II., is famous in his age for his skill 'in the

military exercises of the age in which he lived,' his taste

therein shaming our own War Office, whose interest is

ever fixed upon the military exercises of earlier ages than

our own. Eutacus son of Coulthartus revives a family

custom, and is killed fighting under King Aidanus, leaving

a younger son Moraldus, a monk famed for his miracles,

and an heir Kentyrus, who achieved one of those records

which have been of late so popular, being present at four

coronations. We pass Doraldus II., a famous warrior,

GoLFRiDus, who made peace for Scotland by ' a lengthy
interview ' with St. Cuthbert, and Kinotellus, killed under
King Amberkelethus, to arrive at Coulthartus IV. The
recurrence of the famous name brings new honours to the

house of Coulthart, and Coulthartus IV. would seem to have
been pious to a degree notable even in his family. In such
wise generation follows generation, and chief succeeds chief.

Ever the records grow of deeds of war and piety, ever the

sons of Coulthartus are the right hand of their sovereign.

DoNATUs wins glory in the wars, Cornelius II. meets the

family fate at Haddington, and Dunstane his son is ' basely

beheaded ' with Alpinus his king.

W^ith MoRDACHus son of Dunstane we get another glimpse
of the pride of place of the family. It would appear that only
a few Scottish noblemen ' anxiously desired to punish without
delay the Picts for their unparalleled baseness and barbarity,'

but Mordachus was one of those few, and by his counsel and
influence the punitive expedition was raised which was to blot

out the very name of Pict. As Mordachus dies full of years

and honour at Coulthart Castle we see that the old stammhaiis

mentioned by Bede is rising with the fiimily in importance.

Fergus and Cuthbertus are succeeded by Coulthartus V., a

great builder and, alas ! a restorer of churches. Cornelius III.

is created Thane of Galloway, and we may note that up to

this point the family services had not even earned a baronetcy
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from the uiigr;itctul men who owed their thrones to the line.

The Thane is killed in buttle near Buchun, and his grandson

OsBERTUs, son of Jowethus, tights at Loncarty. Waluain
son ot Osbertus is killed at Murthlack, and Donaldus his son,

* though scarcely arrived at man's estate when the responsibili-

ties ot the chietship of his family devolved upon him, was

almost immediately called to the councils ot his sovereign.'

Old or young a Coulthart must be torthcoming. His son

CouLTHARTUs VI., baron or lord of Coulthart, is tempted by

Macbeth, but a usurper can hope for no aid in war or council

from a Coulthart, and Coulthartus VI. ' joyfully joined, with

all his retainers, the standard of Malcolm Kianmore when that

prince returned to his native land.'

Alfred son of Coulthart was summoned by King Malcolm
' to a conference at Forfar, to determine as to the best means
of placing the kingdom of Scotland in a posture of defence

against the anticipated invasion of William Duke of Nor-
mandy, commonly called William the Conqueror.' By
reason of his sage counsels William, Duke of Normandy,
was forced to abandon his schemes, and to this Altred

some further acknowledgments are made by the grudging

sovereien. Kins: Malcolm grants him a confirmation charter

of the barony of Coulthart with a condition that the chief

of Coulthart should furnish three horses to the king of

Scotland in war time, for which reason three colts courant have

ever since been borne by the family of Coulthart as an armorial

ensign. The distinction was no doubt the more prized by the

family for its singularity, the invention of heraldic bearings

belonging to a later age. Unique as was the honour the

grateful Coultharts soon paid their debt in full. The name ot

Theobald, a second son, 'occurs as being one of MacduiFs
followers in keeping Macbeth's rebellious party in subjection.'

GoDOFREDUs, lord of Coulthart, ' actively opposed the usurpa-

tions of Donald Bane and Duncan,' whilst Reginaldus his

brother distinguishes himself at the battle of Lothian.

Sir Radulphus de Coulthart claims our attention as ' the

first laird on record that used the territorial designation as a

surname,' and hearing this we feel that we are at last on the

home track towards our banker-mayor. His heir Sir Peter

de Coulthart, ' chief of his name and family,' contributes

* to the relief of the Christians in Jerusalem,' and the younger

brothers of Sir Peter add their swords to their brother's sub-
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scription and are killed together at Acre. In William de

CouLTHART, the famous piety of the fainily is honoured by
Pope Innocent III., who speaks of him, of course in a bull, as

* chief of his name.' Sir Roger de Coulthart * was invested

with the knightly girdle by Alexander II. at the Royal
Haddington tournament in 1240.' It must have been his

prowess at Haddington which won him the white hand ot

Isabella, a daughter of Walter Stewart, hereditary High
Steward of Scotland. The jealousy of her kinsmen may
account for the omission of this lady from all the pedigrees ot

Stewart. The knightly girdle was not all that Sir Roger
was invested with at Haddington. The king ' heraldically

added to the three black colts courant on his silver shield a

fess sable, which armorial ensigns have ever since, without

alteration, been borne by the chiefs of the family.' The arms
are borne upon the seal, with which another Sir Roger seals a

grant of lands in 1443. The seal, of which many illustrations

exist, is as notable as aught else Coulthartian. The legend

Sigillvm Covltharti is unique. The helm above the shield

is the barrel helm of the thirteenth century, the supporters

of the colt and the hart suggest the fifteenth century, whilst

the colt's head crest is borne sidelong on the helm in the

manner of the nineteenth century.

Alexander de Coulthart, son of the valiant jouster, com-
mands ' a battalion of the Scottish army at the battle of Largs,'

and marries a lady mysteriously described as ' Helen, daughter

of the De Roberton, co. Lanark,' but we must hurry by four

generations illustrated by piety and learning, and by the deaths

of two brothers Coulthart at Nevill's Cross, to Gilbert de

Coulthart, in whom we see the first trace of dissatisfaction in

this generous race, the most ancient house in Scotland,

warriors who marked every notable battle by falling in it

covered with glorious wounds, territorial magnates who
matched with Stewarts, Crawfords, Montgomerys, Hays and
St. Clairs. Thepeerage which nowadays rewards the enterprise

of our brewers was denied to them, and they remain, like

Coulthartus their founder, simple ' Caledonian chieftains.'

What wonder is it that Gilbert de Coulthart carries his mighty
sword oversea and rebukes his country by dying at Dantzic

in the service of Prussia against the Turks.

But his sons forgive. For the next four generations the

Coultharts resume their ancestral customs, and each chief dies
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in the field against Scotland's enemies. The first of these

doomed warriors was Sir Roger, who rushed upon his fate at

Roxburgh Castle in 1460. The warlike spirit of another Roger
is released at Sauchyburn. Flodden with its hecatomb of Scot-

tish nobles, demands its Coulthart, and Richard de Coulthart,
' chief of the name ' obeys. Cuthbert son of Richard, a man ' of

extraordinary physical powers'—a true Coulthart in short—finds

that even his strength cannot retrieve the fortunes of Flodden,

and saves his life on that day. If he had not so escaped there

might have been no Coulthart corpse decorating the field of

Solway Moss, where he falls ' commanding a division of the

Scottish army with admirable courage and discretion.'

After the death of Cuthbert the family hangs up the sword

of Coulthartus—the military career is henceforward for its cadets.

The heads of the house, who are now ' of Coulthart and Larg-

more,' stay at home, enlarge their mansions and cultivate their

fields, producing at last one Richard Coulthart of Coulthart and

Largmore, ' an eminent practical agriculturalist and author of

the once celebrated work entitled The Econojny of Agriculture.

He died in 171 7 leaving issue a son, James Coulthart of

Coulthart and Largmore,' chief of his name and family, great-

grandfather of our John Ross Coulthart, bank manager and

litterateur, of Coulthart, Collyn and Ashton-under-Lyne.

Fifty-eighth in descent from the lieutenant of Agricola, he

was in lonely splendour the last of his line. His only sister

had bestowed her hand upon one James MacGuffie, surely a

mesalliance for one of her race, since even Mr. George

Parker Knowles could only trace the MacGuffies to a John
MacGuffie, who had fallen at Flodden beside, it may be,

the valiant Richard de Coulthart. But as the Coultharts

were alone amongst the Scottish nobles in their use of arms

before the invention of those distinctions even so the ancestral

MacGuffie served his country as a colonel in her army before

that rank had become recognized by the Scottish War Office.

The pedigree of the bonny house of Coulthart of Coult-

hart was drunk in greedily by the hungry wastes of the Landed

Gentry books which were then in their high noon. It was the

great day of fantastic legends of ancestry, but no matter in

what collection of imaginative chronicles it was welcomed as a

guest the history of the Coultharts stood, even as its chiefs

were described by their admiring sovereigns in charter and

deed, facile primarius. For twenty years it ran its course
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unchallcnfjed and unquestioned, a tact which v^ouches for our

fathers' hearty appetite for wonders. It was ' the stoup, the

pride, the ornament ' of Dictionaries of Commoners and
Landed Gentry, of Illuminated Visitations, ot County Family
books, of Anecdotes of Heraldry. The arms of Coulthart

with its noble quarterings, its historic crest and supporters as

borne upon Sir Roger's seal, were illustrated in all the armories

and books of heraldric illustration.

Such books as Lower's Patronymica Britannica and Ander-
son's Genealogy and Surnames took the story of Coulthartus to

their bosoms, whilst the latter author's Scottish Nation^ a work
whose three volumes still cumber the shelves of reference

libraries and trip up the antiquarian neophyte, enrolled the

whole tale amongst the glories of Scottish history. The very

name of Coulthart was made the text for the wildest etymolo-

gies of bewildered guessers, bogged by the fact that the

descendants of Coulthartus, having used no surname for thirty-

four generations, assumed the surname at the time of the first

crusade, not from the memory of their Roman forbear, but

from their land called Coulthart. Mr. Anderson wrote :

—

It would be useless to speculate on its original signification beyond what is

supplied in giving the name of its first recorded possessor in Scotland, though

we may add that all the earliest traditions and etymologies regarding it, and
also all the armorial bearings belonging to it, refer the derivation to the

prowess and valour of a Roman horse-soldier.

Mr. Anderson is not an easy author to follow upon his

speculative journeys into philology, but it seems fairly plain

that, in his opinion at least, Coulthartus is a name akin to

Lionheartus or the like familiar names in Latin. Coulthartus

being * a Roman horse-soldier ' was imbued with the courage
of the mettled colt he bestrode. Hence we arrive with ease

at the origin of his name.
Mr. Lower, esteemed in his day an antiquary ot" some

weight, decorated his paragraph concerning the Coulthart

name with the famous Coulthart seal, and added to Mr.
Anderson's etymology the illuminating remark that

—

the name of the Scottish locality is probably synonymous with that ot

Coudhard, a village in the department of Orne, a few miles N.E. of Argentan.

Time having made his ravenous meal of all the ancient

monuments ot the house, the extreme magnificence of which,

as vouched for in the Coulthart history, had doubtless tempted
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the spoiler and iconoclast, altar-tombs to the illustrious dead

sprang up mysteriously by the churches of Kells and Kirkpatrick

Fleming, and a window by Willement, in the Gothic taste of

Great Exhibition days, glazed a gable in the church of Bolton-

le-Gate, bearing the arms, crest, quarterings and supporters of

the Coultharts and the shield of the MacGuffies. Dr. James
Prince Lee, Bishop of Manchester, the same obliging prelate

who had witnessed Mr. Knowles' solemn declaration of good
faith attached to the pedigree, wrote the inscription for another

altar-tomb in Bolton church when in 1847 Mr. John Ross

Coulthart succeeded to the chieftaincy of his name. Of course

Mr. William Coulthart is described by the good bishop in the

quaint language of the Coulthart charters as GuUchnus CoultJ^art

tif Coultljart ft CoIIgn arm. (jcnti's nominisque sue facile primari'us.

The paper boat, or parchment boat to be exact, sailed down
stream with favouring winds until 1865.

In 1866 copies of the Coulthart publications were for-

warded to Mr. John Gough Nichols, F.S.A., for notice in

his Herald and Genealogist. The review which followed was

an amazing one when we consider the credit which Mr.
Nichols enjoyed as an antiquary. The story of Coulthartus,

of Ackaline, of Moraldus, Orpheus and Theodore was swal-

lowed whole after a little preliminary gaping and wondering.

The grant of arms by Malcolm Kianmore was boggled at,

Mr. Nichols considering ' the epoch too early for the origin

of armorial bearings,' and questioning whether arms punning

upon the surname would have been assumed two generations

before the surname was assumed. But Mr. Nichols allowed

nothing for the memory which such an ancestor as Coulthartus

I. must have left behind. The seal of Roger de Coulthart

was accepted meekly enough, the reviewer contenting himself

with the remark that the inscription sigillvm covltharti was
* unusual in form.' After the death of Sir Gilbert at Dantzic

Mr. Nichols was of opinion that 'for some generations after, the

fate of each successive head of the family is remarkable.' A
picture of the seal, another of the Bolton window, and nine

more of the Coulthart arms and quarters were gratefully

accepted by Mr. Nichols for the decoration of his pages,

and the Coulthart bookplate was made frontispiece for the

year's volume.

But before this review was in type the storm has broken

from a clear sky. A pamphlet no bigger than a man's hand
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had been already put about in Edinburgh, the anonymous
work oi the learned George Burnett, and within a few months
'air as Mr. John Evelyn of Wotton would have put it,' was
dust.'

After fifty-eight generations woe came upon the house of
Coulthartus, the like of which had not been in all the glorious

and checkered record. When Moralinthus fell upon the banks
of the Dee and with him Galdus and Halinthus ; when Orpheus,
taking with him little but writing materials, was in full flight

forlcolmkill, thefortunesof the house must have seemed gloomy
and unpromising. But worse was here. The house which
rolled back in turn Pict, Roman, Saxon, Dane and Englishman
took Mr. Burnett's quill between the joints of the harness.

Like that of the Yorkshire house of Squeers the coat of arms
of the Coultharts ' was tore', and the great cloud of ancestors

had flown into the air like startled pigeons. Coulthartus,

Ackaline, Orpheus, Roger of the tournament, Gilbert the

wanderer, Cuthbert the huge and valiant, all were gone.
In the ear of Mr. John Ross Coulthart, where he sat gloomy
and alone, chief of his name and last of his race in every sense

of the word, the boding voice of the family banshee must
have grown to a positive shriek,

Mr. Burnett triumphed with a cruel triumph. Mr. John
Gough Nichols made such hurried amends as might be made
for the unfortunate hospitality which the Herald and Genealo-

gist had shown towards Mr. Knowles's chronicle, and the

County Families and Landed Gentries made haste to straiten

the space which they had afibrded so lavishly to the house
of Coulthart of Coulthart, Collyn, Largmore and Ashton-
under-Lyne.

The fimily estates followed the ancestors, disappearing

from the face of the map. Coulthart and its castle were
sought vainly in atlas and gazetteer. According to Mr.
Burnett no such lands as those of Coulthart existed or had
ever existed in Wigtownshire.

No family of Coulthart had been known in Scotland or

elsewhere. As freeholders they were sought for in the

register of retours at Edinburgh, and not a single name was
forthcoming in that great record of the Scottish landed houses.

They were sought as feuars or leaseholders, but the sasine

register was silent as was the register of retours. History
and record alike failed to yield a single Coulthart of the line,
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and the pedigree was again examined for its abounding reter-

ences to chronicle and charter. Ptolemy and Tacitus, who had

commemorated the earlier heads of the house, were searched

at tirst hand, but the passages had been wiped from their pages.

The Venerable Bede had vouched for the descendants of

Coulthartus as living in his day at the foot of the Grampians,

but set in the box and questioned by Mr. Burnett this treach-

erous father denied his statement made to Mr. Knowles and

Mr. Cheyne.

The few Coulthart charters printed by Mr. Knowles were

tracked down by the enemies of imaginative genealogy, and

they at least were forthcoming in the Great Seal Register, but

certain peculiarities could not escape notice. Where the name
Coulthart occurred in the muniments gathered by Mr. Cheyne

other names were found in the charters in the register. A
grant to Jobanni de Coulthart militi appeared as to Alexcuidro de

Meynies militi. The famous royal charter to WilUelmo de

Coulthart gentis nominisque sui facile primario appeared as to

Gilberto de Glencharn)\ whose name was followed by no such

subtle royal compliment, and the barony of Coulthart was

changed to the barony of Glencharny. It was pointed out

that Mr. Coulthart's ancient charters followed, oddly enough,

the form of the charters in the abbreviated form afforded by

the printed volume of the Great Seal Register, rather than the

fuller form which original charters had taken. When we con-

sider the carping spirit, the malicious distrustfulness, which

now characterized the inquiry into the Coulthart pedigree it

will be readily understood that attention was directed to such

details as these. lT5f>2!j3
Other Coulthart documents were examined with much

cruel mirth. It was not the fault of the chief of Coulthart that

he possessed a family marriage settlement dated in the twenty-

first year of King Kennethus III., who only reigned from 997
to 1005. Yet much was made of this singularity of the date,

and more of the fact that the national collections of Scodand

contained no written legal documents before the close of the

eleventh century. Still more matter for laughter was found

in the fact that the setdement was made upon the marriage

of W^illiam de Coulthart with Angus de Cumin, and it was

freely suggested that the well learned Mr. Cheyne had con-

sidered Angus nothing but an earlier version of the name

Agnes.
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The houses whose representation had passed into the

broad stream of Coulthart, adding quarterings to its great

shield, were next raked over in the same ungenerous humour.
One and all were declared fabulous as Coulthart. Glendonyn
of Glendonyn, perhaps suggested by a passage in the Monns!ery\

came first to the handling. These Coulthart Glendonyns
were of Glendonyn in Ayrshire, and the fact that the only

known family and lands of Glendonyn were in Roxburgh-
shire was held to be evidence against Mr. Coulthart's quar-

tering. Macknyghte of Macknyghte was sought through

chronicles, pedigree books and records and was not found,

although the arms of this house were forthcoming in the shape

of a shield recorded as that of Macnaught of Kilquharity.

Carmichael of Carspherne, according to Mr. Knowles, was a

quiet living family which had made little history. Needless

to say, the shyness of the lairds of Carspherne became still

more pronounced v/hen Mr. Burnett came to seek traces of

them. The tamily of Ross of Renfrew would have succeeded

to a peerage had the Scottish house of lords been aware of their

descent, but the pedigree of the Lords Ross had ignored this

famous branch. Forbes of Pitscottie and Gordon of Sorbie

were cried for in vain by genealogists, and no ancestral voice

replieci from either house. When the armorial bearings of

these families were demanded of the Lyon Office, the Lyon
Office confessed its inability to exemplify them, and the

armories from Davy Lindsay to Nisbet were drawn in vain

for the shields figuring as Mr. Coulthart's quarterings.

The later chroniclers quoted by Mr. Cheyne were sifted to

Mr. Cheyne's discredit as an accurate note-taker. Of Gilbert

de Coulthart, who went in the train of Earl Douglas to Rome
in 1449, we read in the chronicle :

—

Thair were utheris of lower estates, as Coulthcrt, Urquhart, Campbell,

Forester and Lowther, all knightis and gentlemen whose convoy maid the Earle

so proud and insolent.

With a Coulthart in his train the intolerable pride of Earl

Douglas might be pardoned, but Mr. Cheyne, by some
strange error, had read Coulthart in the chronicle where Caldey

was, and the passage in the original can hardly be said to

illustrate the foreign adventures oF the valiant Gilbert.

Leaving chronicles and heraldry the critics fell to trivialities.

Here on the pedigree was a captain of the Royal Artillery

under James I., who must have been at that time the only
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commissioned officer of a corps which was raised lono; after his

death. To an Admiral Coulthart of the royal navy who
flourished in the early sixteenth century the like objection was
raised.

Criticism having done its fell work, constructive genealogy
set up its scaffolding and attempted to rebuild the pedigree

upon new evidences. But here, where the ancient methods
of the Elizabethans, of Cheyne and of Knowles, had been
followed with such success, modern inquiry met failure only.

When Pip, the Pip of Great Expectations^ had confessed to

Joe Garger)' that his tale of the wonders of Miss Havisham's
household as told to his sister and Uncle Pumblechook had
not its base upon tact, it will be remembered how the good Joe
pleaded for a single marvel to remain as a truth. If there was
no black velvet coach * at least there was dogs, Pip .? Come,
Pip,' said Joe persuasively, ' if there warn't no weal cutlets, at

least there was dogs } A dog,' said Joe, ' a puppy } Come !

'

If there be one name in the pedigree of Coulthart upon
which the genealogist might set his finger and say, ' Surely

here be truths,' it is the name of ' Richard Coulthart of

Coulthart and Largmore, an eminent agriculturist, and author

of the once celebrated work entitled the ^^owo;;?}' of Agriculture'

The words carry conviction, and when we are told that he too

is as shadowy as Moralinthus or Kentyrus, and that the once
celebrated work entitled the Economy of Agriculture has dis-

appeared not only from the farmer's table, but also from all

libraries and catalogues of libraries, we sympathize with Joe
Gargery's demand for a single puppy.

No pedigree however short ever took the place of the great

work of Messrs. Cheyne and Knowles. But the Coulthart

estate of Largmore furnished some slight clue. The barony of

Largmore shrunk, it is true, upon examination, to a little farm
in Kells, but that at least remained upon the map when
Coulthart and Collyn had faded from sight. This farm had
been purchased by a shrewd, although half-witted farm labourer

named James Coulthart, playfully entitled ' Laird Cowtart,"

and commemorated in a dozen Galloway folk tales as the

obstinate man who sat all night in his field because the good
wife had called him indoors to his broth a second time when he

had warned her to call him once only. It is probable at least

that he was the grandfather of William Coulthart, father of

the last chief.
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When all else had gone one does not look for the arms ot

Coulthart of Coulthart to survive the fate of the land and
pedigree. But they remained ! The supporters of the colt and
the hart trotted back together to their twelfth century deviser,

but the shield remained.

A glance at an ordinary of arms revealed the fact that Mr.
Coulthart had begun his career as a Scottish chieftain by
assuming, doubtless under the advice of Mr. Cheyne, the shield

of arms appertaining to his name. Or rather, as no such shield

was forthcoming, Mr. Cheyne braced upon his client's arm
the nearest and handiest shield of a family whose name might

be considered as remotely resembling the chieftain's own.

This happened to be the shield of arms of the well known
family of the Colts of Essex and Suffolk, created baronets in

1692. It will amaze even those who are acquainted with the

methods of dead and gone heralds to learn that Mr. Coulthart

was allowed by the Lyon Office at Edinburgh the stolen coat

of the Colts. The nature and impudence ot his assumption

can hardly have escaped notice, yet the shield was officially

recorded as his property in November, 1846, the grant being

made out in the name of Mr. Coulthart's father, who was then

living. Ten years afterwards, on the strength of the Lord
Lyon's complacent venality, Mr. Coulthart attempted to record

the same shield at the English College of Arms. Here he

failed. A line must be drawn somewhere, and the College of

Arms drew it at recording the undifferenced coat of a living

baronet to a Lancashire bank-manager who derived from Scot-

land his dissimilar surname.

A compromise however was arrived at, and the chief of his

name and race suffered himself to be persuaded to take out in

England a second grant of arms, possibly for use at Ashton-

under-Lyne, whereby his undeniably commercial pursuits

might not tarnish the ancient shield derived from the eleventh

century Alfred and on record at the Lyon Office. The new
shield is Colt with a difference. The colours remain, and one

of the two colts above the fesse ; but below the fesse, in place of

the third colt is a black water-bouget taken from the Shield of

Ross and speaking of the chieftain's descent from the Lords

Ross of Renfrew. In this curious document the grantee was,

as we understand, described with all his territorial titles, as

'John Ross Coulthart of Coulthart, Collyn and Ashton,

esquire.'
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Mr. Burnett's mingled criticism and satire were slow

to leaven the genealogical bookshelt". But by degrees the

Coulthart legend faded and grew less. The pedigrees shortened

and disappeareci, the armories gave the shield ot Coulthart with

less and less of commentary on the antiquity of the house, and

the peerages were slowly purged trom the matches which the

daughters of peers had been allowed to contract with fifteenth

and sixteenth century chiefs of Coulthart and Largmore. At

last the shield itself disappeared from all modern works but the

semi-official list of recorded Scottish arms issued by the present

Lord Lyon King of Arms, from which, indeed, it can hardly

be expunged without affecting the value of the book as a

record.

Yet such a pedigree sleeps but to wake. The new scrap-

books of heraldry and genealogy have need of its stately

proportions, and we shall not look in vain for a reference to

it amongst those genealogical paragraphs in newspapers and,

magazines which add gaiety to our column of ' What is Be-

lieved.'

It was never discredited by those who love such things in

sincerity. An often exposed medium may be deserted at last

by the most faithful listeners for table raps, but an exposed

pedigree never wants for friends.

The Coulthart pedigree found its last loyal friend in Mr.

Joseph Foster, who is still making us our popular books of

arms and pedigrees. Many years after the Coulthart exposure

Mr. Foster found the neglected pedigree of Coulthart, smoothed

out its creases and printed it entire—from Coulthartus L to his

fifty-eighth descendant—in a great volume of Lancashire Pedi-

grees. The only detail we can find which struck Mr. Foster

as an unlikely one and needing an editor's hand was the title

of the early sixteenth-century Admiral R.N., and this officer's

exact rank is therefore left unindicated by his last chronicler.

The record of a still more notable officer, the major who,

although safe in the army of King Charles II., fled abroad for

dread of the wrath of Oliver Cromwell and never returned, is

left with its early bloom upon it by the unsuspicious Mr.

Foster ! The grant of arms in the eleventh century is solemnly

recited, although the pictured arms in the margin are those of

the more modern grant of 1859.

To add salt to the performance Mr. Foster's preface to

Lancashire Pedigrees tells us that ' The day is past, except for
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the day, to publish apochryphal pedigrees. Ingenuity cannot

hide an obscure origin, nor a distinguished descent be con-

cealed. Truth is sought for ingenuously and successfully.'

With Mr. Foster in the ascendant, still seeking truth

ingenuously and successfully, crabbed Archaeology has no

reason to grudge Romance her Corelli.

OSWALD BARRON.
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